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Have the discussions around the community changed since becoming more accessible? More 
productive? Less productive? 

The level of productiveness has not been recorded. It is therefore necessary to refuse this part of 
your request under section 17(g) of the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 
1987 on the ground that the information requested is not held by the local authority and we have 
no grounds for believing that the information is held by another local authority or department of 
Minister of the Crown of organisation. 

How much of the feedback received through social media would you say has generated or 
influenced your decisions? 

In the case of complaints and feedback on Greater Wellington services, social media directly 
influences services levels and response times. 

Greater Wellington is looking to further formalise social media feedback, using social listening tools, 
so it can be used alongside our other engagement and insight tools like focus groups and surveys.   

Would you recommend that other regional councils make the move to social media? 

Yes. Regional councils need to continue to find the best ways to engage with their communities. 
Social media can be one of the channels to advance that in line with their significance and 
engagement strategies.  

If you have any concerns with the decision(s) referred to in this letter, you have the right to request 
an investigation and review by the Ombudsman under section 27(3) of the Local Government Official 
Information and Meetings Act 1987.  

Please note that it is our policy to proactively release our responses to official information requests 
where possible. Our response to your request will be published shortly on Greater Wellington’s 
website with your personal information removed. 

Nāku iti noa, nā 

  

Donna Hickey 
Kaiwhakahaere Matua Whakamāhorahora | General Manager People and Customer PROACTIVE R
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